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About This Game

Gameplay

Play two factions The Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. And control their special units, the Bionic Weapon and the
Drone.

Use them to take resources, secure strategic points and raid the enemy. Collect and launch bonuses to repair, protect or destroy
buildings and units.

Special units are controlled in a different way.
You control Drones like in a classic RTS. Unlike the Conglomerate unit, the Bionic Weapon can't be directly controlled. To

choose its direction, you have to place blocks to channel its move.

Features

 gameplay focused on a main unit

 a campaign for the story with more than 40 missions

 a fight mode with independent maps for the challenge

 6 bots levels of difficulty in fight mode
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 multiple graphic themes

 more than 40 achievements to unlock

 shortcuts and control groups

 asymmetric gameplay with 2 factions for a more varied gaming experience

 multiplayer mode with LAN and internet

World background

In a far-off solar system, on an isolated planet, the war rages on between the Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. More
than for the planet domination, the two factions are confronting for the control of resources.

The noxious air and the incessant fights have compelled the population to shelter in bunkers with endless galleries.

Solely the mechanic units are sent to the surface in order to collect the resources and to build defenses.

Peace will come only with the destruction of one of the factions. Bionic Attack will immerse you into the story of this conflict
at a turning point. The emergence of a new technology in the army of the Democratic Alliance rushes the Conglomerate into a

global and unprecedented offensive which leads the two factions to the ultimate battle.
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Title: Bionic Attack
Genre: Indie, Strategy
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Publisher:
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Actually fun game. Its a side-scrolling game, kinda like the older mortal kombat games but you have more of a story and levels
you go through.

. Reminded me a lot of the game hook, it wasn't very long and the puzzles really didn't have me thinking hard but in general it
was fine (the background on it wasn't my favorite but thats just a personal peeve of mine). Nach kurzer Einführung, ein nicht
wirklich gelungenes Spiel. Kein Größe wie von PC Gqamer beschrieben, sondern eher Durchschnitt, die Idee ist saugut, die
Umsetzung eher Grundkurs Politik, Wirtschaft und Ökologie. Für fortgeschrittene Strategen eher ein Snack, als ein gutes Spiel.
Nicht kaufen !
. This is the first game of a 7 year old, to be able to release it and make it available to the world, that was unthinkable when I
was 7. For that small price it is worth supporting. The Game itself is basic (pun intended), short fun.. while usully i like these
games and have nothing to complain about.
I bought this game almost 3 weeks ago and cant finishs it because one of the HO scenes called "Elegant Crank"
has a bug where 1 piece is missing.
so far i have seen no reply from the dev's about it getting fix. It's a shameless ripoff of A Link to the Past, and that's not a bad
thing by my books.. I can't play this game.
It crashes on start. Tried everything right now :(

In the forum nobody cares.
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A cute and easy time-sink game. If you like off roading or racing or driving sims this is the love child of all three.. Seems more
like a series of fetch-quests with minigames than a fps game. Crosshair is lowered like in PREY (2017 videogame) and you
have to always to look up to shoot something.

They did not mentioned in trailer that you will have to click-though so many text bobbles.

The scene scriptings and effects are nice, but do not compensate the long linear wolfenshtein3d-alike levels you will have to
walk through.

Evrything you kill with shotgun - will gonna spawn alot of gibs - even the ghost that dies in black smoke.

I really hated the text bubbles and constant scenery switches because guess what - you get all the weapons removed!

And In game about moral choises - you even unable to shoot NPCs and have to use dialogues. This is sad.. Valve is losing
money by not calling this amazing game 'ANNO 1404 - Dawn of Discovery'. Non-American fans wont find this by searching
for the name they know it by.. So, I played this game a couple years back when it was still in a really early stage. I enjoyed it
much much more back then for reasons I will explain later. Tl:dr, game is fun, has a bunch of stuff in it if you put in the time,
but the developer ruined it's own economy by adding in needless limits. Gave me a textbook response too, one just to get me off
of his back.

So, this game is a little hybrid farming\/Tower defense game. Most of the time spent playing this game was when I bought it a
couple of years ago, when it was a LOT more fun and a lot less limiting in it's design. I genuinely feel the game is ruined now
with the way it tkaes freedom away fro myou to build as well as make money. When I first bought it, you had no limitations to
build things as well as plant plants. It was great. I could make a farm that was the size of an ACTUAL farm, and have turrets out
the wazoo because I was making so much money. That's a good thing, as the levels tend to drag on a tad. That's not to say it's not
boring, as every coouple of nights a new enemy type is introduced as well as new weapons and turret types. Same with crops.
You start with some low tier crops that barely give you any money, and slowly work up to very profitable ones. I would have
massive farms filled with a lot of different types of crops, not only because I wanted to make a nice looking farm that helped
me explore my creative side, but because it was extremely satisfying to make a crap ton of money every day. The tractor is used
to mass harvest your crops all at one time, and watching everything come in and be collected was something I lived for, like 500
crops just being harvested at once, having the resources float towards you, it was awesome. I did the same thing with turrets,
where I would spend at least 40,000 bucks a day, getting new turrets and generators to power them, making little bundles of guns
that defended my mobile home. Then I'd sit back and watch them tear the zombies apart.

I can't do that now. The developer added a limit to both your crops AND your buildings, so now I can't even build mass amounts
of turrets like I used to, nor can I make a reasonable profit, NOR can I make creative looking farms. Now, you can only build
100 of each. It's so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing tedious now to get around that limit. Instead of having these massive farms
that gave you lots and lots of money, that had a bunch of different crops, making it look diverse, I cant do that now. It's stupid to
do that as I don't make enough money if I do. Now it's just all peppers. It's ALL PEPPERS. Just a big square of peppers that
looks boring and I cant do anything else because I actually want to survive the nights coming ahead. Same thing with buildings.
The most stupid decision I have ever seen in a game devlopment, was shoving the turrets and buildings into the same limit. Now
if I want to build a wall around my RV and farm? I have to make a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 little 5x10 square,
because otherwise I wont have enough turrets to last me through the level. It makes it INCREDIBLY boring, as you have no way
to express yourself in your farms like you used to. Same thing with the buildings, you cant make a farm now, something stupid
or pretty or cool, you have to conform and make it the most ugly and profitable thing you can, because if you don't, you wont
survive the level.

The gameplay is fun, and I remember playing the crap out of it for the two levels the game offers. It offered a solid 10-15 hours
in those two levels, and most of it had content, it was filled with making these farms, getting new guns, making these little turret
piles and then helping those turrets kill the increasing amount of zombies through the nights. The zombies were varied too, with
a whole BUNCH of types of them. There were the normal zombies, midget zombies, zombified animales, skeletons, there were
the spitters, the giants, the boss colossus, and all on the first level. The second level that takes place in the city actually has a
HUGE amount of zombies that are different from the forest level, now theres gang members in cars, and flying zombies, and
SWAT Zombies with shields. It was a genuinely cool game before the developer needlessely limited it with the excuse of
"Making it more playable for lower end machines." The game isn't demanding either way, I mean LOOK AT IT. Why the hell
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did you need to make the limit so low, if that's truly the case, and if you really wanted to be like a true game devloper, why not
make it an option, a customization to help anyone with lower end PC's, like, give us options instead of forcing all of us to deal
with an update that basically ruins your game.

Also he hasn't updated it in quite some time, I think the last update was the one that basically ruined it. He promised a new level,
and it never came. I even talked about it in the forums, and thats when he gave me the bargain basement excuse of "It was for
lower tier PC players." I genuinely don't think the update was needed for that. I feel it was one of the most stupid 'additions' to a
game I've every seen. It ruins a game that I thought was genuinely good, and I would've reccommended to hell and back, but
now, it's not worth it. The dev isn't working on it, and when he actually did, he managed to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it so
hard he ruined it. Don't buy this. At least until the dev decides to come back and fix the things he's done, which I honestly don't
think will ever happen.. A zombie killing game with fun dialogs and lot of humor. I was pretty surprised and had a good time
playing it. And it's cheap! If you like killing zombies, humor or just hate your office work, you must buy it!. If you're looking
for a game that you could get all achievements within a short amount of time, you could buy this.

That saying, that was 1 of 2 reasons to why I bought it. Everything else is bland, repetitive, and boring looking. Once you have
all the achievements, you're left with either never playing with this again or trying to be on the top 20 on the leaderboard (which
currently as of the time this review has been made, the score for #20 is 739 with the current highest score being 10,006, so
wanting to be on the leaderboard will be extremely tedious and repetitive).. If you played Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee as a kid,
then chances are that its a game that is so engraved in your mind that years in the future you still find yourself vividly
remembering the weird foreign sounds made by the enemies, the alien oppresive industrial setting and beautiful dark pre-
rendered backgrounds, the way Abe moves around and talks, or how relentlessly punishing and distressing it can be.
I never managed to beat the game as a kid. In fact, i dont think I ever even got around to getting out of the first area, Rupture
Farms. But Oddworld: Abe's Odysee was always one of those games I always held in high esteem and put alongside my
favourites of all time. I think some of you have that sort of game as well, a game you never managed to finish but you still
consider a favourite.
But the memories always stuck with me, it left a mark that Im certain influenced my taste in videogames to come. So after all
these years, I decided to finally get some closure and fullfill this love by actually finishing the game.
Starting the game, its easy to see why this game manages to leave such an impression on the people who play it. After all these
years, it still retains some of the best worldbuilding, art design, background art and characterization I have ever seen in a
videogame. In a few short minutes, everything you need to know bout this world, story and characters is introduced and soon
enough you are thrown into the thick of it without handholding.
As a slave fugitive, your quest is to escape the dystopian farm that has enslaved you before they turn you into one of their own
products for consumption. You control an unlikely hero, Abe, who doesnt possess any offensive actions whatsoever, besides the
ability to possess certain enemies.
This being a cinematic platformer (in the vein of games like Another World and Flashback), most of the challenge of the game
is in assessing the situations that present themselves on each screen and maneuvering Abe's realistic animations in an attempt to
reach the next alive. It's not so much a game about knowing how to jump on platforms, but about solving puzzles by jumping on
platforms. There are definitely some cases of trial and error, but for the trained eye and observant player, there are always signs
on the screen of how things will play out and if you are smart enough to catch them you can always get a small chance to escape
death.
 And make no mistake, you will die. Alot. One of the greatest aspects of the game is in how it makes you feel each death. The
goofy Abe face that greets you on the title screen might trick you into thinking this a kiddy game, but the violence is as realistic
as it gets. The game is riddled with beasts that will hunt you down, patrolling guards that will pulverize you with rifles, mines
that will blow you up on contact, bombs that will explode if you pass by the security laser, etc. Every single death in this game
drives the thematic oppression home, and it really turns the game into a very unique and uncomfortable experience.
Which makes the small victories all that more rewarding. Figuring out a solution to a challenging section and managing to
surpass it while a ravaging beast chases you down and you escape in the nick of time is frankly an experience that not many
games are able to achieve, not even the ones who have to rely on scripted events. And Abe's Odysee is filled with these
experiences.
Besides the obvious dystopian subject matter, Abe's Odyssee also deals with themes of nature preservation and ecosystem
balance. Playing this now, I got the chance to leave Rupture Farms and explore the alien wildlife of Oddworld, and here the
game really manages to contrast the beauty of nature versus the depravity of the factory, all without much exposition or beating
you over the head. Even outside the factory, the world is still dangerous and vicious, but the presentation of the backgrounds and
ambient soundtrack bring out this sense of peace and equilibrium that is sorely missing in Rupture Farms, the place you know
you will have to go back to again to save your fellow Mundokon friends.
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I can safely say that Oddworld: Abe's Odysee definitely stands the test of time. Its a beautiful game that offers a fair and
memorable challenge with the perfect duration. I am now reassured of my adoration for this game and it gets my Certified
Classic seal of approval. Now onto the sequel!
. Seems pretty nice for a 2D game.. interesting concept let down by the length and the limited choices and minimal achivments
,im a little disappointed because there was great potential and Dharker Studio has far as im conserned a good rep especially with
games like beach bounce
 this game may be woth a go its you can get on a massive sale .
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